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Appendix A
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Minimum Cushion
Position Factor for Forecasting the Second and
the Third Weeks (1) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A and type-B forecasting methods in Figure 5.7 are employed to forecast minimum cush-
ion position factor as following.
Figure A.1 to A.21 of Appendix A in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of minimum cushion position
factor between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure A.1 to A.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-A forecasting method).
• Figure A.8 to A.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-B forecasting method).
• Figure A.15 to A.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
1
Fig. A.1. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to
seventh days of the first week data forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. A.2. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days of the first week data and the first day forecasting value of the second week forecast on 2008/06/01.
2
Fig. A.3. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third
to seventh days of the first week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the second week forecast on
2008/06/02.
Fig. A.4. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days of the first week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the second week forecast on
2008/06/03.
3
Fig. A.5. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth
to seventh days of the first week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on
2008/06/04.
Fig. A.6. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth
to seventh days of the first week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on
2008/06/05.
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Fig. A.7. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh
day of the first week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. A.8. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to
seventh days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. A.9. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days of the second week data and the first day forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. A.10. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/09.
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Fig. A.11. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/10.
Fig. A.12. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/11.
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Fig. A.13. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/12.
Fig. A.14. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh
day of the second week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. A.15. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. A.16. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first day forecasting value of the third week forecast on
2008/06/08.
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Fig. A.17. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week
forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. A.18. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week
forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. A.19. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week
forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. A.20. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week
forecast on 2008/06/12.
11
Fig. A.21. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the




The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Couple Weeks of Minimum
Cushion Position Factor for Forecasting - in CD-
ROM Disk.
In Appendix D, Table D.1 presents the results of daily forecasting using day average data of
a couple weeks of minimum cushion position factor between 2008/05/23 and 2008/05/21. The
diagram of forecasting values of a couple weeks of minimum cushion position factor are illustrated
in Appendix B in the accompanying CD-ROM disk in Figure B.1 to B.15 in the accompanying
CD-ROM disk are as follows.
Fig. B.1. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/06.
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Fig. B.2. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. B.3. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. B.4. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. B.5. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. B.6. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. B.7. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. B.8. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/13.
Fig. B.9. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/15.
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Fig. B.10. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/16.
Fig. B.11. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/17.
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Fig. B.12. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/18.
Fig. B.13. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/19.
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Fig. B.14. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/20.
Fig. B.15. Forecasting position of minimum cushion position factor (in millimetre) as date is varies and a couple weeks
data are used to forecast on 2008/06/21.
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Appendix C
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Filling Time Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(1) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A and type-B forecasting methods in Figure 5.7 are employed to forecast filling time
factor as following.
Figure C.1 to C.21 of Appendix C in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of filling time factor between
2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure C.1 to C.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-A forecasting method).
• Figure C.8 to C.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-B forecasting method).
• Figure C.15 to C.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
In Appendix C in the accompanying CD-ROM disk, the second week forecasting of minimum
cushion position factor using type-A forecasting method for forecasting can be found in Figure
C.1 to C.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk as following.
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Fig. C.1. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the first week data forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. C.2. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the first week data and the first day forecasting value of the second week forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. C.3. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. C.4. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. C.5. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days of
the first week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. C.6. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. C.7. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the first
week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. C.8. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. C.9. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the second week data and the first day forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. C.10. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. C.11. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. C.12. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. C.13. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. C.14. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. C.15. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. C.16. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first day forecasting value of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. C.17. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/09.
Fig. C.18. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/10.
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Fig. C.19. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/11.
Fig. C.20. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/12.
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Fig. C.21. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day forecasting
value of the second week and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
32
Appendix D
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Couple Weeks of Filling Time
Factor for Forecasting - in CD-ROM Disk.
Figure D.1 to D.15 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict the diagrams of forecasting using
day average data of a couple weeks of minimum cushion position factor for daily forecasting
between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/21 as following.
Fig. D.1. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/06.
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Fig. D.2. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. D.3. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. D.4. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. D.5. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. D.6. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. D.7. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. D.8. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/13.
Fig. D.9. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/15.
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Fig. D.10. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/16.
Fig. D.11. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/17.
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Fig. D.12. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/18.
Fig. D.13. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/19.
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Fig. D.14. Forecasting position of filling time factor (in second) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/20.




The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Filling Peak Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(1) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A and type-B forecasting methods in Figure 5.7 are employed to forecast filling peak
factor as following.
Figure E.1 to E.21 of Appendix E in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of filling peak factor between
2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure E.1 to E.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-A forecasting method).
• Figure E.8 to E.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-B forecasting method).
• Figure E.15 to E.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
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Fig. E.1. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the first week data forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. E.2. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the first week data and the first day forecasting value of the second week forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. E.3. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. E.4. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. E.5. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days of
the first week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. E.6. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. E.7. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the first
week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. E.8. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. E.9. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the second week data and the first day forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. E.10. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. E.11. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. E.12. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. E.13. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. E.14. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. E.15. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. E.16. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first day forecasting value of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. E.17. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/09.
Fig. E.18. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/10.
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Fig. E.19. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/11.
Fig. E.20. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/12.
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Fig. E.21. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day forecasting
value of the second week and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Appendix F
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Couple Weeks of Filling Peak
Factor for Forecasting - in CD-ROM Disk.
Figure F.1 to F.15 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams of forecasting using
day average data of a couple weeks of Filling Peak factor for daily forecasting between 2008/05/23
and 2008/06/21 as following.
Fig. F.1. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/06 in next week.
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Fig. F.2. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/07 in next week.
Fig. F.3. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/08 in next week.
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Fig. F.4. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/09 in next week.
Fig. F.5. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/10 in next week.
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Fig. F.6. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/11 in next week.
Fig. F.7. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/12 in next week.
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Fig. F.8. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/13 in next week.
Fig. F.9. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/15 in next week.
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Fig. F.10. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/16 in next week.
Fig. F.11. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/17 in next week.
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Fig. F.12. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/18 in next week.
Fig. F.13. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/19 in next week.
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Fig. F.14. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/20 in next week.
Fig. F.15. Forecasting position of filling peak factor (in MPa) for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and a couple
weeks data are used to forecast on the date: 2008/06/21 in next week.
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Appendix G
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of V-P pressure Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(1) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A and type-B forecasting methods in Figure 5.7 are employed to forecast V-P pressure
factor as following.
Figure G.1 to G.21 of Appendix G in the the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the dia-
grams of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of V-P pressure factor
between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure G.1 to G.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-A forecasting method).
• Figure G.8 to G.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-B forecasting method).
• Figure G.15 to G.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
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Fig. G.1. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
of the first week data forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. G.2. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days of the first week data and the first day forecasting value of the second week forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. G.3. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. G.4. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days of the first week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. G.5. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. G.6. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. G.7. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
first week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. G.8. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. G.9. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days of the second week data and the first day forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. G.10. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh
days of the second week data and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. G.11. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days of the second week data and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. G.12. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. G.13. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh
days of the second week data and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. G.14. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. G.15. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. G.16. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first day forecasting value of the third week forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. G.17. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/09.
Fig. G.18. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/10.
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Fig. G.19. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/11.
Fig. G.20. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on
2008/06/12.
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Fig. G.21. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day fore-
casting value of the second week and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week forecast on 2008/06/13.
5 The seventh day forecasting value of the second week and the first to sixth days forecasting values of the third week
are employed to forecast on the date: 2008/06/13 in the third week.
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Appendix H
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Couple Weeks of V-P Pressure
Factor for Forecasting - in CD-ROM Disk.
Figure H.1 to H.15 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict the diagrams of forecasting using
day average data of a couple weeks of V-P pressure factor for daily forecasting between 2008/05/23
and 2008/06/21 as following.
Fig. H.1. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/06.
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Fig. H.2. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. H.3. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. H.4. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. H.5. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. H.6. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. H.7. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. H.8. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/13.
Fig. H.9. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/15.
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Fig. H.10. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/16.
Fig. H.11. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/17.
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Fig. H.12. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/18.
Fig. H.13. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/19.
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Fig. H.14. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor (in MPa) as date is varies and a couple weeks data are used to
forecast on 2008/06/20.




The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Minimum Cushion
Position Factor for Forecasting the Second and
the Third Weeks (2) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A forecasting method in Figure 5.7 and type-C and type-D forecasting methods in Figure
5.8 are employed to forecast minimum cushion position factor as following.
Figure I.1 to I.21 of Appendix I in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of minimum cushion position
factor between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure I.1 to I.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-C forecasting method).
• Figure I.8 to I.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-D forecasting method).
• Figure I.15 to I.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
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Fig. I.1. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the
first week data forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. I.2. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days of the first week data and the first day of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. I.3. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to
seventh days of the first week data and the first to second days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. I.4. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days of the first week data and the first to third days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. I.5. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to
seventh days of the first week data and the first to fourth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. I.6. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to
seventh days of the first week data and the first to fifth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. I.7. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh
day of the first week data and the first to sixth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. I.8. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to
seventh days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. I.9. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first day the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. I.10. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on
2008/06/09.
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Fig. I.11. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on
2008/06/10.
Fig. I.12. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on
2008/06/11.
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Fig. I.13. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth
to seventh days forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on
2008/06/12.
Fig. I.14. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh
day forecasting value of the second week and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. I.15. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the
second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. I.16. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second
to seventh days of the second week data and the first day of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. I.17. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. I.18. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. I.19. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to
seventh days of the second week data and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. I.20. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth
to seventh days of the second week data and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. I.21. Daily forecasting of minimum cushion position for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh
day of the second week data and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Appendix J
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Filling Time Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(2) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A forecasting method in Figure 5.7 and type-C and type-D forecasting methods in Figure
5.8 are employed to forecast filling time factor as following.
Figure J.1 to J.21 of Appendix J in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of filling time factor between
2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure J.1 to J.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-C forecasting method).
• Figure J.8 to J.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-D forecasting method).
• Figure J.15 to J.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
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Fig. J.1. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the first week data
forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. J.2. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the first week data and the first day of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. J.3. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days of
the first week data and the first to second days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. J.4. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to third days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. J.5. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days of
the first week data and the first to fourth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. J.6. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days of
the first week data and the first to fifth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. J.7. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the first
week data and the first to sixth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. J.8. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. J.9. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first day the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. J.10. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. J.11. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. J.12. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. J.13. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. J.14. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day forecasting
value of the second week and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. J.15. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the second week data
forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. J.16. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the second week data and the first day of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. J.17. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. J.18. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. J.19. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. J.20. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. J.21. Daily forecasting of filling time for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Appendix K
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of Filling Peak Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(2) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A forecasting method in Figure 5.7 and type-C and type-D forecasting methods in Figure
5.8 are employed to forecast filling peak factor as following.
Figure K.1 to K.21 of Appendix K in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of filling peak factor between
2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure K.1 to K.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-C forecasting method).
• Figure K.8 to K.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-D forecasting method).
• Figure K.15 to K.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
The forecasting results by graphs are illustrated as following.
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Fig. K.1. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the first week data
forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. K.2. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
of the first week data and the first day of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. K.3. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to second days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. K.4. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to third days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/03.
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Fig. K.5. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fourth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. K.6. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fifth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. K.7. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the first
week data and the first to sixth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. K.8. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days of
the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. K.9. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first day the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. K.10. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. K.11. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. K.12. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. K.13. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. K.14. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day forecast-
ing value of the second week and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. K.15. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the second week
data forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. K.16. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days of the second week data and the first day of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. K.17. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. K.18. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days of the second week data and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. K.19. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. K.20. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. K.21. Daily forecasting of filling peak for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Appendix L
The Diagrams of Daily Forecasting : Using Day
Average Data of a Week of V-P Pressure Factor
for Forecasting the Second and the Third Weeks
(2) - in CD-ROM Disk.
The type-A forecasting method in Figure 5.7 and type-C and type-D forecasting methods in Figure
5.8 are employed to forecast V-P pressure factor as following.
Figure L.1 to L.21 of Appendix L in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate the diagrams
of daily forecasting using day average data (factory data) of a week of V-P pressure factor between
2008/05/23 and 2008/06/13, which are split into three groups as listed.
• Figure L.1 to L.7 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk illustrate diagrams of forecasting for
the second week between 2008/05/23 and 2008/06/06 using the first week data and some
forecasting values of the second week (type-C forecasting method).
• Figure L.8 to L.14 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk show diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using the second week data and some
forecasting values of the third week (type-D forecasting method).
• Figure L.15 to L.21 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk depict diagrams of forecasting for
the third week between 2008/06/07 and 2008/06/13 using forecasting values of the second
week and some forecasting values of the third week (type-A forecasting method).
The forecasting results by graphs are illustrated as following.
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Fig. L.1. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the first week data
forecast on 2008/05/31.
Fig. L.2. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days of the first week data and the first day of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/01.
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Fig. L.3. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to second days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/02.
Fig. L.4. Forecasting position of V-P pressure factor for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using one week data
for day-by-day forecasting. The fourth to seventh days of the first week data and the first to third days of the second
week data are employed to forecast on the date: 2008/06/03 in the second week.
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Fig. L.5. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fourth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/04.
Fig. L.6. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the first week data and the first to fifth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/05.
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Fig. L.7. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
first week data and the first to sixth days of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/06.
Fig. L.8. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the first to seventh days
of the second week data forecast on 2008/06/07.
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Fig. L.9. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first day the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
Fig. L.10. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
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Fig. L.11. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days forecasting values of the second week and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
Fig. L.12. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
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Fig. L.13. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
forecasting values of the second week and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
Fig. L.14. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day fore-
casting value of the second week and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Fig. L.15. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using only the second week
data forecast on 2008/06/07.
Fig. L.16. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the second to seventh
days of the second week data and the first day of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/08.
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Fig. L.17. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the third to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to second days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/09.
Fig. L.18. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fourth to seventh
days of the second week data and the first to third days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/10.
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Fig. L.19. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the fifth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fourth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/11.
Fig. L.20. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the sixth to seventh days
of the second week data and the first to fifth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/12.
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Fig. L.21. Daily forecasting of V-P pressure for HO-T2FTS method as date is varies and using the seventh day of the
second week data and the first to sixth days of the third week data forecast on 2008/06/13.
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Appendix M
Comparing Forecasting Values and Prediction of
Machine Status : Week 8 to Week 22.
The remaining factors such as filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure are forecasted between
the eight to the twenty-second week. The results of forecasting for the remaining factors in figure
M.1 and M.2 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk are described as follows.
In Chapter 5, figure 5.15 depicts the third week of forecasting on (Monday) 2008/06/02, the
forecasting values of minimum cushion position and filling time factors are at about 5.194 mm
and 0.602 second, respectively. The forecasting values of minimum cushion position factor are
in the standard criteria interval between 2.5 and 5.5 mm and the filling time factor is also in the
standard criteria interval between 0.4 and 0.8 second. The forecasting values of filling peak and V-
P pressure factors are at about 120.820 MPa and 119.908 MPa, respectively. The forecasting value
of filling peak factor exceeds the standard criterion interval between 80 and 110 MPa (see figure
5.18) and V-P pressure forecasting value also exceeds the standard criteria interval between 85 and
100 MPa (see figure 5.19). The occurrence of the problem of filling peak and V-P pressure factors
need to maintain the machine within 1-2 working days due to a little bit high pressure. When
considering the status of machine equipment, its status is unacceptable (“UAC”) status. The “D4”
position has partial failure status and it is still awaiting for preparing on 2008/06/03. The partial
failure of “D6” position of machine equipment was still waiting for maintenance on 2008/06/04
due to waiting for new seal ring. This case demonstrates also do smooth match between the two
algorithms.
In figure 5.15, The forecasting values of the fourth week on Tuesday 2008/06/03 of minimum
cushion position and filling time factors are at about 5.518 mm (see figure 5.17) and 0.594 second
(see figure 5.17), respectively. In figure 5.16 illustrates the forecasting value of minimum cushion
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Fig. M.1. Comparing forecasting values and prediction of machine status : week 8 to week 14.
position factor on 2008/06/03 is higher than the accepted standard criterion interval is between 2.5
and 5.5 mm. The maintenance of minimum cushion position factor needs to maintain or repair
by urgent maintenance (or emergency maintenance). In figure 5.17, filling time factor is in the
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Fig. M.2. Comparing forecasting values and prediction of machine status : week 15 to week 22.
accepted standard criterion interval between 0.4 and 0.8 second and there is no any problem of
it. However, filling peak factor (see figure 5.18) and V-P pressure factor (see figure 5.19) have a
very high forecasting values at about 128.532 MPa and 127.228 MPa on 2008/06/03, respectively.
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Thus both filling peak and V-P pressure factors have very high pressure at a nozzle head, in the
meantime, the problem is also caused by some cracked surface of a seal ring is need to maintain
immediately or emergency maintenance. And there is a serious problem of a seal ring surface
needs to fix immediately. When considering the status of a machine, we found most positions of
machine equipment are in normal operation status. Only “D6” position has partial failure status
and the overall status of machine is also unaccepted. The “D4” position of machine equipment
was repaired on 2008/06/03 that the lead wires for the heater and thermocouples are tightened and
some part of the thermocouples holes of the heating cylinder are fixed. The “D6” position has to
awaiting for replacement of new seal ring on 2008/06/04. This case provides another evidence for
the matching between the two algorithms.
In figure 5.15, the forecasting values of the fifth week on Wednesday 2008/06/04 of minimum
cushion position factor is at about 4.594 mm and its forecasting value is in the accepted standard
interval between 2.5 and 5.5 mm (see figure 5.16). Filling time factor has forecasting values at
about 0.586 and the forecasting values is also in the accepted standard criteria (the interval between
0.4 and 0.8 second) (see figure 5.17). Both minimum cushion position and filling time factors have
not any problem. Filling peak factor has a higher forecasting value on 2008/06/04 at about 121.580
MPa (see figure 5.18) and V-P pressure factor has forecasting value at approximately 120.660
MPa (see figure 5.19). Both filling peak and V-P pressure factors forecasting values exceeded
the accepted standard criterion interval between 80 and 110 MPa and between 85 and 110 MPa,
respectively. The high pressure of filling peak and V-P pressure factors is caused by the surface of
a seal ring is wore. Then a technician has to check all positions of machine equipment after the
“D6” position had been fixed (i.e. replacing a new seal ring and purging a barrel) and the overall
status of machine is turn to normal operation status again. Hence, the overall status of machine is
acceptable status on 2008/06/04.
For the sixth and seventh weeks in figure 5.15 and the eighth week in figure M.1 in the ac-
companying CD-ROM disk, all factors of each week in the standard criteria. For example, the
minimum cushion position factor has the forecasting values on (Thursday) 2008/06/05, (Friday)
2008/06/06 and (Saturday) 2008/06/07 at about 3.362, 3.434 and 4.554 mm, respectively. The
forecasting values of the sixth to the eighth weeks are in the standard criteria interval between 2.5
and 5.5 mm (see figure 5.16). Thus there is not any problem of minimum cushion position factor in
this four weeks. Filling time factor has forecasting values at about 0.594, 0.594 and 0.490 second,
respectively, and these forecasting values are also in the standard criteria (the accepted interval
between 0.4 and 0.8 second) (see figure 5.17) and it also has not any problem for the sixth through
the eighth weeks. Similarly, the forecasting values of filling peak and V-P pressure factors are
also in the standard criteria as minimum cushion position and filling time factors. For example,
the forecasting values of filling peak factor are at about 102.788, 101.332 and 102.292 MPa for
2008/06/04, 2008/06/05, 2008/06/06 and 2008/06/07, respectively. The accepted standard crite-
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ria for filling peak factor is between 80 and 110 MPa (see figure 5.18). The forecasting values
of V-P pressure are at about 101.412, 99.684 and 101.532 MPa for 2008/06/05, 2008/06/06 and
2008/06/07, respectively. In the sixth and eight weeks, the forecasting values of V-P pressure fac-
tor exceeded the standard . However, the machine operation can be accepted as normal situation
by engineers even through the forecasting values have a little bit higher than the standard crite-
ria. The accepted standard criteria for V-P pressure factor is between 85 and 100 MPa (see figure
4.25). Considering the status of machine in the sixth and seventh weeks, we found the “D9” and
“D10” positions of machine have partial failure in 2008/06/05 and 2008/06/06, respectively. Other
positions in the sixth, seventh and eighth weeks are in normal operation status. Hence, there is not
any problems of all four factors on 2008/06/05 and the maintenance of machine is upon machine
maintenance plan. Thus the “D9” and “D10” positions of machine are awaiting for maintenance
by machine maintenance plan. “D9” is a position mold mounting bolts and bolts/nuts at fixed
platen has a little bit loose. And “D10” is a position mold mounting bolts and bolts/nuts at moved
platen has tiny loose and screw holes have a tiny wear. These two positions in this situation allow
a machine in operation until the end of the order of productions finished. Thus the overall status
of machine equipment is acceptable during the sixth, seventh and eighth weeks.
The forecasting values of the ninth, tenth and eleventh weeks (see figure M.1 in the accompa-
nying CD-ROM disk) of minimum cushion position factor have a very high values at abort 5.898,
5.930 and 6.418 mm on (Sunday) 2008/06/08, (Monday) 2008/06/09 and (Tuesday) 2008/06/10
(see figure 5.16), respectively. The forecasting of minimum cushion position factor for these three
weeks have some problem due to the exceeding forecasting value of the standard criteria interval
between 2.5 and 5.5 mm. The maintenance of machine for minimum cushion position factor is
upon emergency maintenance because the forecasting value is higher than 5.5 mm of the accepted
standard criterion. Considering the other three factors are described as follows. Filling time fac-
tor has forecasting values for 2008/06/08, 2008/06/09 and 2008/06/10 (see figure 5.17) are 0.490,
0.490 and 0.490 second, respectively. There is not any problem of filling time factor due to the
forecasting values of them are in the accepted standard criteria (the interval between 0.4 and 0.8
second). Following by filling peak factor forecasting values are at about 101.868, 101.748 and
99.652 MPa for 2008/06/08, 2008/06/09 and 2008/06/10 (see figure 5.18), respectively. Similarly,
the forecasting values of V-P pressure are at about 99.780, 99.764 and 89.716 MPa (see figure
5.19), respectively. The forecasting values of both filling peak and V-P pressure factors of these
three weeks are in the accepted standard criteria in the interval between 80 and 110 and between
85 and 100 MPa, respectively. And these two factors have not any problem. The status of machine
equipment positions was considered by following. On 2008/06/08 of the ninth week in figure M.1
in the accompanying CD-ROM disk, there is partial failure in the position of “D1” and “D6”. The
“D1” position of machine equipment is a safety door in non-operation side of injection machine.
The partial failure symptom of “D1” position is the mold closing/opening when the safety door in
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non-operation side is opened. In this machine, when the mold is closing/opening the safety door
in non-operation side is not immediately closed/opened. And the “D6” position of machine equip-
ment has some melt leakage at a nozzle head again. The overall status of machine is unacceptable
status. However, the machine is still running until the end of the products order is finished due to
company policy. The reason is a different size of mold die depends on a different product order. A
new mold die has been changed when a new order of products starts to produce. For an example,
20,000 products of an order is produced by a first mold die. The nozzle head has melt leakage
when the machine has produced at the 6,000 products of using the first mold die. Because it still
has 14,000 products remaining to produce. If the machine is stopped for maintenance and the
first mold die has to clean up. By the same mold die when the nozzle head are cleaned and the
remaining products are continued to produce for the same type of products again. And when this
20,000 products of the first order were finished to produce. The machine has to be stopped again
and the first mold die will be replaced with a second mold die (a new mold die) and the nozzle
head has been cleaned up at the same time. With this reason, the factory does not immediately stop
the machine, if the machine has a tiny symptom of machine equipment and the machine can run-
ning for producing the products. Frequency of stopping machine running and changing mold die
leads to waste the time for machine maintenance and to delay for producing the products. This is
company policy for saving time and machine maintenance cost. Even though the melt leakage has
been occurred at a nozzle head. If the remaining amount of products of an order can be finished in
a few hours. The machine still has to be in operation to produce the products until producing the
end of products of an order are finished. In the ninth week, the minimum cushion position factor
problem is caused by the partial failure of “D1” and “D6” positions of machine equipment need
to maintain within 1-2 working days.
Note:
The machine is stopped running at approximately 3:30 am when the all products of an order
is finished and then the machine is waiting for emergency maintenance on 2008/06/10.
In the previous day (2008/06/08) of forecasting, the occurrence of melt leakage at about 23:46
pm and the machine is still running over night through the next day on 2008/06/09 and for mainte-
nance the machine. In the tenth week on (Monday) 2008/06/09 in figure M.1 in the accompanying
CD-ROM disk, the minimum cushion position factor has forecasting value exceeds the standard
criteria interval. Because the forecasting value of minimum cushion position factor has a high
value at about 5.930 mm (see figure 5.16) that it is higher than 5.5 mm (the accepted criterion
interval between 2.5 and 5.5 mm). Thus it has to maintain immediately. The problem of minimum
cushion position factor is caused by the position of minimum cushion has a big different distance
between a nozzle head and the injection position to the mold die. For other factors such as fill-
ing time, filling peak and V-P pressure, the forecasting values of them are in the standard criteria
interval and their forecasting values are at about 0.490 second (see figure 5.17), 101.748 MPa
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(see figure 5.18) and 99.764 MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively. The forecasting values of these
three factors are in the standard criteria in the interval between 0.4 and 0.8 second, between 80
and 110 MPa and between 85 and 100 MPa for filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors,
respectively. Machine maintenance plan is required for a machine. The overall status of machine
equipment on 2008/06/09 is unacceptable status. Because three positions of machine equipment
have partial failure such as “D1”, “D4” and “D6”. The “D1” has a problem about a safety door
in non-operation side of injection machine is not immediately closed/opened when the mold is
closing/opening and “D4” positions of machine status has some problem occur as the lead wires
for the heater bands and thermocouple are loosed. The lead wires and thermocouple has a tiny in
contact with the fixed platen. The contact of the lead wires can leads to the damage of the coating
in a short time. And “D6” positions of machine status has a problem about some melt leakage at a
nozzle head since 2008/06/08. On 2008/06/09, the status of “D1” and “D4” position have partial
failure. Only “D6” position is awaiting for maintenance since 2008/06/08 until 2008/06/09 and
they still are not maintained on this day due to await for replacement with a nozzle head. The
“D6” positions of machine equipment needs to maintain immediately due to complete failure of
“D6” position and the unacceptable overall status of machine. Then the “D6” position of machine
was fixed on 2008/06/10 that “D1” and “D4” positions were also maintained at the same time.
Only the “D1” position of machine equipment had been repaired and “D4” position had also been
repaired by making the lead wires for heater bands and thermocouple tightened. However, on
2008/06/09 afternoon, a maintenance service team checked the “D6” positions and found some
part of a nozzle ring surface had a tiny cracked and the machine has to waiting for replacement of
a new nozzle ring for a couple days. Thus the “D6” positions of machine equipment had not been
repaired on 2008/06/9.
The forecasting of the eleventh week is on (Tuesday) 2008/06/10 in figure M.1 in the accom-
panying CD-ROM disk. The minimum cushion position factor has a very high forecasting value
at about 6.418 mm (see figure 5.16) and its forecasting value exceeds the standard criteria interval
and the forecasting value is higher than 5.5 mm (the accepted criterion interval between 2.5 and 5.5
mm). Thus the machine has to maintain immediately due to more cracked at nozzle head. While
filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors have forecasting values at about 0.490 second
(see figure 5.17), 99.652 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 89.716 MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively,
are in the standard criteria interval of each factor and the maintenance of machine by maintenance
plan required. The overall status of machine equipment on 2008/06/10 is still unacceptable status.
Because the emergency maintenance of “D6” position of machine equipment was not replaced
with new equipment on 2008/06/09 due to waiting for the order of new equipment of company.
The “D4” position of machine equipment also has partial failure. There is some problem on the
surface thermocouple and it was cleaned by bushing the thermocouple mounting face of the heat-
ing cylinder and the temperature sensor of the thermocouple using a sand paper or wire bush. The
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“D6” position of machine still has complete failure on 2008/06/10. It was awaiting for replacing
new equipment on 2008/06/11. The overall status of machine equipment is unacceptable.
The next forecasting is the forecast of the twelve th week on (Wednesday) 2008/06/11 in M.1
figure in the accompanying CD-ROM disk. The forecasting value of minimum cushion position is
at about 5.794 mm (see figure 5.16) and the forecasting value is higher than 5.5 mm (the accepted
interval between 2.5 and 5.5 mm). The maintenance of machine has to immediately maintain. Fill-
ing time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors have forecasting values at about 0.490 second (see
figure 5.1), 100.484 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 99.140 MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively. They
are in the standard criteria interval of each factor and the maintenance of machine by maintenance
plan required. The overall status of machine is acceptable status. The “D6” position of machine
equipment had been replaced by a new nozzle ring. Then all positions of machine equipment were
checked by a technician on the same day. Hence, all positions of machine equipment are in normal
operation.
In the thirteenth week on (Thursday) 2008/06/12 in figure M.1 in the accompanying CD-ROM
disk, the forecasting value of minimum cushion position factor is at approximately 5.534 mm
(see figure 5.16) and the machine needs to immediately maintain due to the forecasting value of
minimum cushion position factor is a little bit higher than 5.5 mm (the accepted interval between
2.5 and 5.5 mm). However, an engineer of factory still accepts the status of minimum cushion
position and the machine is allowed in operation. Filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure
factors have forecasting values at about 0.490 second (see figure 5.17), 99.788 MPa (see figure
5.18) and 98.516 MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively. They are in the standard criteria interval of
each factor. The maintenance of machine by maintenance plan is required. The overall status of
machine is acceptable status and all machine equipment positions have normal operation status.
However, there is the “D3” position of machine equipment has partial failure status and the cause
of problem of “D3” position is the water jacket temperature has a little bit low and has water
leakage in the surrounding area.Thus, the forecasting of maintenance is immediately maintain due
to the forecasting value of minimum cushion position factor is higher than 5.5 mm. However, the
problem of machine was occurred at night. The machine has to wait for maintenance for tomorrow
morning.
In figure M.1 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk, the forecasting value of the fourteenth
week on (Friday) 2008/06/13 of minimum cushion position factor is at roughly 5.834 mm (see
figure 5.16) and the machine needs immediately maintain due to the fact that the forecasting value
of minimum cushion position factor is higher than 5.5 mm (the accepted interval between 2.5
and 5.5 mm). The forecasting values of filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors are at
about 0.490 second (see figure 5.17), 100.540 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 99.122 MPa (see figure
5.19), respectively. They are in the standard criteria interval of each factor and the maintenance
of machine by maintenance plan is required. The overall status of machine is unacceptable status.
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However, the status of the “D5” position of machine equipment is still partial failure status as
the previous day (2008/06/12) forecasting. After the “D5” position of machine maintenance has
been checked including purge cover interlock, exhaust pipe and shutter valve, this position effects
to the injection and plasticizing for minimum cushion position factor. The cover interlock and
exhaust pipe have been fixed and the shutter valve needs to be double checked and more tests on
it on 2008/06/16. If there is more wearing on the shutter valve, it would be changed to a new
shutter valve. Hence, the injection machine has been stopped running at approximately 18:15 pm
on 2008/06/13. “D10” position, a position of mold mounting bolts and bolts/nuts at moved platen
of the mold mounting unit is loose. It needs to tighten. On (Saturday) 2008/06/14, the injection
machine was not in operation due to company holiday.
In the fifteenth week (see figure M.2 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk), the forecasting
value of minimum cushion position factor on (Sunday) 2008/06/15 is about 5.874 mm (see figure
5.16). The forecasting value of minimum cushion position factor is higher than 5.5 mm (the
accepted interval between 2.5 and 5.5 mm), and the emergency maintenance is required. The three
factors remaining such as filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors have the forecasting
values of them at about 0.474 second (see figure 5.17), 100.452 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 99.084
MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively. The forecasting values of these three factors are in the standard
criteria interval of each factor and the maintenance of machine by maintenance plan required. The
shutter valve of the “D5” position has been replaced with a new shutter valve on 2008/06/15.
Then the status of machine was checked by a technician as following results. The overall status
of machine equipment is acceptable status. Because the overall status of machine equipment is
recorded by a technician after a new shutter valve is replaced, while the forecasting values of
minimum cushion position factor is forecasted before the new equipment is replaced. Hence, all
positions of machine equipment has normal operation status at the current.
In the sixteenth week (on Monday 2008/06/16 in figure M.1 in the accompanying CD-ROM
disk), the forecasting values of the four factors as 4.342 mm (see figure 5.16), 0.450 second (see
figure 5.17), 96.512 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 94.444 MPa (see figure 5.19) for minimum cushion
position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors, respectively. All forecasting values
of these four factors are in the standard criteria interval of each factor and machine maintenance
plan is required. Considering the status of machine, there are two factors have partial failure
such as “D4” position of machine and the remaining factors are in normal operation status. The
problem of “D4” position of machine equipment is the soldered part of the thermocouple holes
of the heating cylinders are damaged. Thus, the overall status of machine is unacceptable status.
Because the problems of “D4” of machine equipment have occurred, Even though the machine
can still operate to produce for products. In addition, a problem of “D7” position of machine
equipment is the emergency stop button operation (front) on the molding machine is not properly
working. Hence, the maintenance of machine of minimum cushion position, filling time, filling
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peak and V-P pressure factors is to fallow machine maintenance plan and the overall status of
machine is accepted.
In figure M.2 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth
weeks have the forecasting values of each week as following. The forecasting values of the sev-
enteenth week of (Tuesday) 2008/06/17 are 4.438 mm (see figure 5.16), 0.466 second (see figure
5.17), 99.004 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 97.132 MPa (see figure 5.19) for minimum cushion po-
sition, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors, respectively. The forecasting values of
the eighteenth week of (Wednesday) 2008/06/18 are 4.414 mm, 0.466 second, 98.844 MPa and
96.964 MPa for minimum cushion position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors, re-
spectively. And the forecasting values of the nineteenth week of (Thursday) 2008/06/19 are 4.470
mm, 0.466 second, 99.748 MPa and 98.412 MPa for minimum cushion position, filling time,
filling peak and V-P pressure factors, respectively. The overall status of machine equipment on
2008/06/17, 2008/06/18 and 2008/06/19 are acceptable status. Hence, there is no any problem of
the minimum cushion position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors on 2008/06/17,
2008/06/18 and 2008/06/19, respectively. The machine maintenance is upon machine maintenance
plan and all positions of machine equipment are in normal operation.
In the twentieth week in figure M.1 in the accompanying CD-ROM disk, the forecasting values
on (Friday) 2008/06/20 of minimum cushion position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure
factors are 4.390 mm (see figure 5.16), 0.466 second (see figure 5.17), 97.220 MPa (see figure
5.18) and 95.932 MPa (see figure 5.19), respectively. There is no any problem of these four factors
and the maintenance of machine is upon machine maintenance plan. The overall status of machine
is acceptable status. There is “D7” position of machine has partial failure status. The D8 position
of machine equipment is a safety door in operation side of injection machine. The prediction
status of the D8 position is partial failure status (PAF status). The safety door in operation side of
a machine has ajar when the door is closing, but the machine can be running until the end of the
production order. Thus the D8 positions of machine equipment has to fix for tomorrow morning
(on 2008/06/21) due to non-service team to maintaining machine over night. And the status of
“D11” position of machine is partial failure status and the problem of “D11” is caused by there
are some dirty on the tie bar, machine frame and the platen of machine. Thus both the “D8” and
“D11” positions of machine equipment have to fix by maintenance plan.
In the twenty-first week (on Saturday 2008/06/21 in figure M.1 in the accompanying CD-
ROM disk), the forecasting values of the four factors are 4.382 mm (see figure 5.16), 0.466 second
(see figure 5.17), 97.276 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 95.972 MPa (see figure 5.19) for minimum
cushion position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors, respectively. There is not
any problems with these four factors and the machine maintenance is upon machine maintenance
plan. The overall status of machine equipment is acceptable status. The “D8” position of machine
equipment had been fixed by a machine maintenance service team.
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The twenty-second week forecasting (on Sunday 2008/06/22 in figure 4.M.1 in the accompa-
nying CD-ROM disk), the forecasting values of the four factors are 4.406 mm (see figure 5.16),
0.466 second (see figure 5.17), 97.420 MPa (see figure 5.18) and 96.124 MPa (see figure 5.19)
for minimum cushion position, filling time, filling peak and V-P pressure factors, respectively.
There are not any problems with these four factors and the machine maintenance also is upon
machine maintenance plan as the previous day forecasting. The status of machine equipment was
not recorded on this day due to the last inspection was on the day before this day (2008/06/21).
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Appendix N
CMIMS Coding (1) - in Accompanying CD-
ROM Disk.
CMIMS coding consists of CMIMS coding-(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). In appendix N in accom-




Fig. N.1. CMIMS coding-1 (1)
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Fig. N.2. CMIMS coding-1 (2)
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Fig. N.3. CMIMS coding-1 (3)
144
Fig. N.4. CMIMS coding-1 (4)
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Fig. N.5. CMIMS coding-1 (5)
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Fig. N.6. CMIMS coding-1 (6)
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Fig. N.7. CMIMS coding-1 (7)
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Fig. N.8. CMIMS coding-1 (8)
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Fig. N.9. CMIMS coding-1 (9)
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Fig. N.10. CMIMS coding-1 (10)
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Fig. N.11. CMIMS coding-1 (11)
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Fig. N.12. CMIMS coding-1 (12)
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Fig. N.13. CMIMS coding-1 (13)
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Fig. N.14. CMIMS coding-1 (14)
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Fig. N.15. CMIMS coding-1 (15)
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Fig. N.16. CMIMS coding-1 (16)
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Fig. N.17. CMIMS coding-1 (17)
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Fig. N.18. CMIMS coding-1 (18)
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Appendix O
CMIMS Coding (1) and (2) - in Accompanying
CD-ROM Disk.
In appendix O in accompanying CD-ROM disk, figure O.1 to O.4 expose CMIMS coding-(1) for
HO-T2FTS method coding and figure O.5 to O.18 illustrate CMIMS coding-(2) for LAIVFDT-
OPN method coding as following.
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Fig. O.1. CMIMS coding-1 (19)
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Fig. O.2. CMIMS coding-1 (21)
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Fig. O.3. CMIMS coding-1 (22)
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Fig. O.4. CMIMS coding-1 (23)
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Fig. O.5. CMIMS coding-2 (1)
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Fig. O.6. CMIMS coding-2 (2)
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Fig. O.7. CMIMS coding-2 (3)
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Fig. O.8. CMIMS coding-2 (4)
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Fig. O.9. CMIMS coding-2 (5)
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Fig. O.10. CMIMS coding-2 (6)
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Fig. O.11. CMIMS coding-2 (7)
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Fig. O.12. CMIMS coding-2 (8)
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Fig. O.13. CMIMS coding-2 (9)
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Fig. O.14. CMIMS coding-2 (10)
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Fig. O.15. CMIMS coding-2 (11)
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Fig. O.16. CMIMS coding-2 (12)
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Fig. O.17. CMIMS coding-2 (13)
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Fig. O.18. CMIMS coding-2 (14)
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Appendix P
CMIMS Coding (2) - in Accompanying CD-
ROM Disk.
In appendix P in accompanying CD-ROM disk, figure P.1 to P.18 illustrate CMIMS coding-(2) for
LAIVFDT-OPN method coding as following.
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Fig. P.1. CMIMS coding-2 (15)
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Fig. P.2. CMIMS coding-2 (16)
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Fig. P.3. CMIMS coding-2 (17)
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Fig. P.4. CMIMS coding-2 (18)
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Fig. P.5. CMIMS coding-2 (19)
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Fig. P.6. CMIMS coding-2 (20)
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Fig. P.7. CMIMS coding-2 (21)
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Fig. P.8. CMIMS coding-2 (22)
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Fig. P.9. CMIMS coding-2 (23)
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Fig. P.10. CMIMS coding-2 (24)
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Fig. P.11. CMIMS coding-2 (25)
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Fig. P.12. CMIMS coding-2 (26)
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Fig. P.13. CMIMS coding-2 (27)
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Fig. P.14. CMIMS coding-2 (28)
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Fig. P.15. CMIMS coding-2 (29)
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Fig. P.16. CMIMS coding-2 (30)
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Fig. P.17. CMIMS coding-2 (31)
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Fig. P.18. CMIMS coding-2 (32)
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Appendix Q
CMIMS Coding (2), (3), (4) and (5) - in Accom-
panying CD-ROM Disk.
In appendix Q in accompanying CD-ROM disk, figure Q.1 to P.13 illustrate CMIMS coding-(2)
for LAIVFDT-OPN method coding, Figure Q.14 shows CMIMS coding-(3) for loading data file,




Fig. Q.1. CMIMS coding-2 (33)
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Fig. Q.2. CMIMS coding-2 (34)
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Fig. Q.3. CMIMS coding-2 (35)
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Fig. Q.4. CMIMS coding-2 (36)
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Fig. Q.5. CMIMS coding-2 (37)
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Fig. Q.6. CMIMS coding-2 (38)
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Fig. Q.7. CMIMS coding-2 (39)
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Fig. Q.8. CMIMS coding-2 (40)
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Fig. Q.9. CMIMS coding-2 (41)
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Fig. Q.10. CMIMS coding-2 (42)
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Fig. Q.11. CMIMS coding-2 (43)
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Fig. Q.12. CMIMS coding-2 (44)
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Fig. Q.13. CMIMS coding-2 (45)
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Fig. Q.14. CMIMS coding-3
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Fig. Q.15. CMIMS coding-4
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Fig. Q.16. CMIMS coding-5
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